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The East-West Railway Company are currently consulting on the potential route options for the central section of EastWest Rail, which will link Cambridge to Bedford. The consultation runs from 28th January 2019 to 11th March 2019 and
five route options have been proposed.
Option A is closely aligned with growth corridor plans including South Bedford and Bassingbourn.
The alignment running to the south of Sandy offers a different approach to earlier route indications and any potential
growth in this location would give rise to a number of implications, including agricultural land quality, flood risk and
coalescence with Biggleswade.
This route would have the shortest journey times of the 5 options for both Oxford-Cambridge and Bedford-Cambridge, and
is potentially the least expensive.
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Option B provides for potential growth at Bedford South and north of Sandy/Tempsford in line with the proposals promoted
through the emerging Central Bedfordshire Plan. It would provide for a new station at Cambourne, but would not provide
for potential development at Bassingbourn. It would align with proposals for the A428 enhancements within this corridor.

Option C again provides for growth at Bedford South, Tempsford and Bassingbourn. The route ties into the East-Coast
mainline, which is potentially complex.

Option D would potentially focus development around new stations at Tempsford and Bassingbourn and have the same
complexity as Option C in tying in to the East-Coast Mainline. This Option includes a direct link to Bedford Town Centre
from the north rather than a focus on a new station to the south.

Option E also provides a direct link to Bedford Town Centre and would focus development around a new station at
Tempsford/south of St. Neots and Cambourne. Again the corridor of growth would be closely aligned with the A428 as
with Option B. For both options D and E, the report confirms the approach would secure less growth in Bedford Town in
comparison with growth to the south.
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Cambridge
All growth options approach Cambridge from the south, either through connecting to the West Anglia Main Line close to
Shepreth or south of Great Shelford.
2 main alternative approaches to Cambridge from the north have been considered, either using the existing guided busway
route near Histon, or connecting to the West Anglia Main Line north of Milton The report concludes, however, that the
guided busway would have a significant negative impact on local transport connections and that connecting to the West
Anglia Main Line would be complex with issues around cost and journey times.
Summary
The report concludes that all routes perform well against the strategic objectives for the central section with fast journey
times and significant opportunities for stimulating growth. Routes B, C, D & E are referenced as ‘significantly more
expensive’ than Route A but ‘could be justified if potential opportunities to support additional growth and housing that
have been identified could be realised.’
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